Wrington via Strawberry Line

Longish but quite ﬂat. 27 miles but gentle stuﬀ mainly on quiet country roads. Several nice
pubs on the way for refreshments. A café at YaCon staDon and another in Wrington. 2 hours
if you are keen. 3 - 4 hours if you just roll along.
Start at Clevedon Library. Go along Old Church Road towards the seafront but turn leN up
Stroud Road. At the Ring Road (by Asda) go right and immediately leN conDnuing on Stroud
Road. Over the Blind Yeo and take ﬁrst leN into Colehouse Lane. Over the railway bridge and
then leN at the T-JuncDon and immediately right into Davis Lane. ANer 1 mile, at Kenn Pier,
turn right into Kennmoor Road. Follow this to YaCon. When you hit the main road go leN
and right aNer the railway bridge into the StaDon. Pick up the Strawberry line by cycling
through the car park to the end. Follow the Strawberry line all the way to Sandford. There is
a zig-zag where it crosses the A370 at Congresbury. Just before Sandford, we get oﬀ the old
railway line onto Nye Road. (The Strawberry line goes on to Cheddar but we get oﬀ here)
ConDnue a liCle past the entrance onto the next secDon of the cycle path and turn leN into
Sandmead Road and follow this (Past Churchill School) unDl you join the A368 opposite The
Nelson Arms. There is now a mile or so of main(ish) road. Turn leN towards Churchill and at

the traﬃc lights turn leN onto the A38. ANer about half a mile take the leN fork (signposted
to Clevedon). You approach a mini roundabout – go straight ahead towards Lower Langford.
In the village take the leN turn into Blackmoor Lane (signs to Wrington). This becomes Half
Yard somewhere along there. In Wrington centre follow the road around a righthand bend.
There is a café, shop and a couple of pubs in Wrington. Follow the road around to the leN up
a gentle hill and conDnue along West Hay Road which becomes Wrington Road, past the
White Hart unDl you reach the A370 again. Go straight across up Wood Hill unDl you meet
the B3133 just before Cadbury Country Club. Turn right and then go leN into Claverham
Road at the mini roundabout before you get into YaCon. Follow the Claverham Road unDl it
meets Brockley Lane. Turn leN again and follow this road unDl the T-JuncDon with Chelvey
Road. LeN again and conDnue to the next T-JuncDon with Netherton Wood Lane which takes
you past The Blue Flame. As you pass the pub – diﬃcult to do without stopping oﬀ – the
road becomes Nailsea Wall. Follow this past the turning to YaCon on the leN (where we
turned earlier) but take the next right into Court Lane. Go along here over the motorway
and then leN at the T-JuncDon back into Clevedon. Straight across the mini roundabout, past
Castlewood on the leN, into Old Street and back to the Triangle.

